Abstract -Different logotypes represent significant cues for video annotations. A combination of temporal and spatial segmentation methods can be used for logo extraction from various video contents. To achieve this segmentation, pixels with low variation of intensity over time are detected. Static backgrounds can become spurious parts of these logos. This paper offers a new way to use several segmentations of logos to learn new logo models from which noise has been removed. First, we group segmented logos of similar appearances into different clusters. Then, a model is learned for each cluster that has a minimum number of members. This is done by applying a linear inverse diffusion filter to all logos in each cluster. Our experiments demonstrate that this filter removes most of the noise that was added to the logo during segmentation and it successfully copes with misclassified logos that have been wrongly added to a cluster.
I. INTRODUCTION
Logotypes are often transmitted in broadcast video images with the goal to convey information that can be crucial for semantics implicit in broadcasting videos [1] . The specific logotypes are usually superimposed on broadcasted materials by most creators of various TV programs [2] . Consequentially, accurate logotype detection can be used efficiently to classify, to retrieve and to summarize semantic-based video archives [3] . For a logo detection system to be reliable, it must learn logos the first time they appear because television broadcasters often create new logos.
In Section 2 we will show that logo shapes are obtained from a temporal and spatial segmentation process applied to digital video signals. New logo models are created from several noisy logo segmentations. Noise is introduced mainly by the quantization algorithm of the video compression process [4] . Section 3 describes the clustering algorithm that groups together similar shapes produced by the segmentation process. Section 4 shows how the process concludes with logo models computed by applying an inverse linear diffusion filter. Section 5 shows our experimental results which demonstrate that this filter removes noise that has been added to the logo during the segmentation process and it copes with logos that have been added erroneously to a cluster.
II. LOGO SEGMENTATION
A video sequence is a set of frames that are ordered through time. These frames can contain one or more superimposed logos. Temporal segmentation has the objective of identifying in the video sequence of frames areas that have low variation of intensity over time. Typical logos are usually placed in the corners of frames and they are of a small size. We can reduce computational cost by limiting the logo search area, i.e. the region of interest (ROI), to the four corners of each frame.
A Luminance Variation Image (LVI) is computed for each corner by recording the maximum and minimum gray level values of the pixels over time [3] . Fig. 1 is an example of temporal logo segmentation in a real sequence over time. Regions with low luminance variation with respect to time are shown in black and regions that correspond to high luminance variation because they are part of the background have light colors. At the beginning of the process, all of the ROI is assumed to have no variation but its pixel maxima and minima are updated with each new processed frame. When the addition of new frames no longer changes the results, the last image contains the logo that has just been detected.
The number of frames processed during the temporal segmentation is minimized in order to diminish the undesirable effects of the unknown temporal presence of the logo. The use of fewer frames allows several repeated logo detections during the middle of the sequence. At the same time spurious logo detections that were originated by logo presence to logo absence transitions (or vice versa) are discarded later. This redundancy is used during logo model creation to remove noise from the detected logos. Fig. 2 shows an example where several LVIs are detected in a video sequence (the first two correspond to false logo detections). LVIs are grayscale images that represent the luminance variations in the video sequence at a ROI. Otsu's method is used in order to compute a threshold to binarize these images. The binarized images -the Minimal Luminance Variation Images (MLVIs) -are further processed and connected components are detected and analyzed. The rejection of false logos is based on the area, compactness and aspect ratio of the bounding box enclosing the connected components. Binary images that pass these tests are further processed by the noise removal filters for the final logo model extraction.
III. LOGO CLUSTERING
A minimum of four MLVI images corresponding to the same logo are needed for the computations of the noise removing filters that operate in the temporal dimension. For this reason, clustering is applied to all of the valid MLVI binary images that are detected during the segmentation stage in order to obtain groups corresponding to the same logo [5] .
The grouping of similar logotypes is performed using a hierarchical clustering based on the Hamming distances between the MLVIs binary images. The model creation is not very sensitive to the number of clusters k as far as we can obtain clusters with at least four MLVIs of the same logo. Therefore, k can be roughly estimated by graphically plotting the number of valid clusters for filtering (those containing more than four MLVIs instances) and the average number of MLVIs in the valid clusters.
Experimental tests have shown a general behavior of these measures for different values of k (see Fig. 5 ):
• Small values of k results in big clusters, merging together MLVIs corresponding to different logos and even noise.
• The effect of increasing k is that new groups are generated by spiting those including different logos, resulting in new clusters with a significant number of members, or MVLIs corresponding to noise or with a great number of pixels different from the rest of the group, resulting in clusters with a few number of members (invalid clusters).
• The maximum number of valid clusters roughly corresponds to a situation in which one group has been created for each logo class. This is the preferred situation for logo filtering.
• From now on, the effect of incrementing the number of clusters k is the splitting of groups containing noise or the more noisy logos from the rest of the logos groups. Logo filtering can be also applied here.
• Finally, for the highest values of k, MLVIs corresponding to the same logo will be separated, gradually reducing the number of valid clusters. Once a good value for k has been estimated, the result of the clustering is presented to the user, ordered in a decreasing number of cluster members. By using this ordering, clusters containing only noise or noisy logos will be optionally presented at the ending positions. Those clusters corresponding to logos will be annotated by the user with their associated semantic information and those built up of noise and/or with less than four members will be removed from the system. Finally, noise filtering will be applied to all the MLVIs in each valid cluster to create logo models as it is shown in the next section.
IV. LOGO FILTERING
In order to remove noise and to create the models, a Linear Inverse Diffusion Filter (LIDF) is applied in the temporal dimension to the images belonging to a group with more than four members. A reliable result cannot be obtained with less than four images and these groups have a high probability of containing only noise or very noisy logos. This method is preferred to others of similar complexity because it is capable of removing noise while maintaining the original edges shape. For instance, image averaging can remove noise at the cost of smoothing the resulting image, as shown in the examples of Fig. 3 . In the first logo example, part of the 'B' frontal tail has been removed. For the second logo example it can be seen that averaging has removed part of the ear in the logo. In the present literature, diffusion filters, such as the ones described in [6] and [7] have been executed in the spatial 5 seconds 10 seconds 25 seconds 50 seconds domain. In [8] we have applied the LIDF, respectively, in spatial coordinates on the turning functions of polygonal shapes for noise removal. This paper shows that for the first time a linear inverse diffusion filter has been applied for similar purposes but in the temporal domain, i.e., through equivalent (x,y) positions in images.
In [6] and [7] , a filter is modeled after a one dimensional array of masses, each mass connected to the next mass by a spring. If the array is horizontal, the masses are displaced vertically by an amount that corresponds to pixel intensity as each mass corresponds to each pixel. The springs apply forces between the masses. Let us consider a one-dimensional sequence of pixels with springs between them. We apply a linear inverse diffusion filter to the array of intensities of each pixel over time, [8] - [11] . The force is described by the following equation:
where ( )
is the variance of the grayscale of each pixel from one frame to the next, and
. The maximum change of pixel's gray level is 255 so the value of the constant is const = 255.
represents a local maximum in time and the new calculated value of the pixel intensity is prevented from diverging by applying the following function:
represents a local minimum in time and new calculated value of the pixel intensity is prevented from diverging by applying the following function:
Whenever the difference between two successive pixel intensities approaches zero we join them into a new pixel with a recalculated intensity:
The force function has three properties:
These properties have the effect that F(0-) < 0 and a discontinuity at ∆g(x,y,t) = 0 where F approaches -const from the left and it approaches +const from the right. This discontinuity prevents stability of the evolution of ∆g(x,y,t) because F has two possible values as can be seen in Fig. 4 . Choosing 255 ≥ const guarantees the properties of the force function in (5). This instability is remedied by joining two successive pixels together whenever the variation between them approaches zero. A force function enables the joining of pixels together into one pixel. As pixels join, the number of pixels diminishes and the linear inverse diffusion filter accelerates. We must consider two things about linear inverse diffusion filters. First, they lose amplitude information. But this is not relevant to our application because we are only segmenting out binarized images of a logo. Second, they are approximate where, or in our case, when the intensity of a pixel changed by a step function because linear inverse diffusion filters only approximate information, some of which is lost when a sequence is corrupted by noise.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The validity of the proposed framework for TV logo models generation is tested using a set of TV broadcasted videos. The total duration of the video sequences is 6 hours and 45 minutes. These sequences correspond to 40 different international and local TV channels, with an average length of 10 minutes per channel. The videos were recorded in random order and times, thus they convey different kinds of contents and probably commercials (where logos are usually removed). The video segmentation generates, after false positive removal during the spatial segmentation, a total of 1,051 MLVIs. From these binary images, 228 correspond to noise, 116 to very noisy logos (hardly recognizable by a human; they differ in more than 60% of pixels from their respective models) and 707 different instances of 40 logo classes with varying levels of noise. A hierarchical cluster tree is created with the 1,051 MLVIs. Visual inspection of the computed models for the most populated clusters confirms that wrong results will be achieved using a smaller number of clusters. Fig. 6 shows examples of models created using k = 25, 50, 100 and 150 clusters respectively. These models are the superposition of several logos. However, using k = 250 for clustering results in correct model creation, as show the examples of Fig. 7 . Only clusters with a low number of members, corresponding to noise or very noisy logos originate wrong models, but they are presented to the user at the end of the results. An important property of the linear inverse diffusion filter is that it is capable of coping with clustering errors. Clusters can wrongly include noise or other similar logos. These images do not affect to the final quality of the filtered logo to any significant extent. Fig. 8 depicts an example of this situation, where the cluster was compounded of 10 noisy instances of 'B' logo, 2 intrusive logos and 2 spots of noise in the same place of the logos. The created model is still correct, as it is shown at the right of Fig. 8 . 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Logotypes superimposed in broadcasted material can be an important cue for semantic video annotation. New logos are constantly created by broadcasters, thus it is important for a logo based video labeling system to be capable of learning them from the first time they appear. For this reason, a new framework for on-line logo learning has been presented in this paper. Minimal Luminance Variation Regions are segmented from videos, as the presence of a logo limits the intensity variation in the frame. The extracted regions are grouped together by means of a hierarchical clustering in order to gather several instances of the same logo. Logotype models are built removing noise from these images by means of a linear inverse diffusion filter. The Linear Inverse Diffusion Filter applied in the temporal domain has shown itself to be successful and reliable in noise removal. Results obtained with a system implemented using this approach confirms the validity of the method.
